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PARKER, HUDSON, RAINER & DOBBS LLP 
Eric W. Anderson 
(admitted pro hac vice) 
285 Peachtree Center Avenue, NE 
1500 Marquis Two Tower 
Atlanta, Georgia 30305 
Telephone:  (404) 420-4331 
Facsimile: (404) 522-8409 
 
Attorneys for Charles H. Ogburn 
 
 

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

IN RE: 

ARCAPITA BANK, B.S.C.(c), et al., 

 Debtors. 

  Chapter 11 

  Case No. 12-11076 (SHL) 

  Jointly Administered 

 
 

RESPONSE OF CHARLES H. OGBURN TO 
DEBTORS' FIFTH OMNIBUS OBJECTION TO CLAIMS 

Charles H. Ogburn respectfully submits this response in opposition to the Debtors' Fifth 

Omnibus Objection to Claims (Employee Claims) filed by Arcapita Bank, B.S.C.(c) (the "Bank") 

and certain of its subsidiaries and affiliates (together with the Bank, the "Company") on April 26, 

2013 (the "Objection") [Doc. No. 1053].  Capitalized terms used, but not otherwise defined, 

herein have the meanings ascribed to them in the Objection.   

Preliminary Statement 

Mr. Ogburn is a former executive of the Company, whose title was Executive Director, 

Global Head of Corporate Investment of the Bank and President of the Bank's US subsidiary, 

Arcapita Inc. ("Inc.").  He is owed well in excess of $3 million as a result of (i) deferrals of 

compensation that he made under certain benefit plans sponsored by the Bank, and (ii) 
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contractual commitments the Bank made to fund certain capital commitments on his behalf.  Mr. 

Ogburn timely filed his proof of claim in August of 2012.  [Claim No. 305].  After being advised 

on numerous occasions by officers of the Bank that his claim for deferred compensation would 

be treated as a general unsecured claim against the Bank in this bankruptcy case, the Bank 

changed course and objected to his claim in April of 2013.  But this objection was based solely 

on an erroneous characterization of Mr. Ogburn's participation in the Global Settlement, a 

settlement in which Mr. Ogburn did not participate.  After Mr. Ogburn pointed this error out to 

the Bank, the Bank has raised other issues with respect to Mr. Ogburn's claim, which have no 

merit.1  The Bank has also never amended its objection to Mr. Ogburn's claim.   

Efforts to obtain information from the Bank's pre-confirmation counsel, Gibson, Dunn & 

Crutcher LLP, regarding the Bank's issues with Mr. Ogburn's proof of claim have taken many 

months, with little meaningful information being provided.  As a result, Mr. Ogburn served 

requests for production of documents upon the Debtors, and the responsive documents are not 

due to be produced until October 15, 2013.  He has also had to file this response to reserve his 

rights with respect to the Objection.  For the reasons set forth below, the Objection should be 

overruled as it applies to Mr. Ogburn and his claim should be allowed for at least $3,923,965.02.   

Overview 

1. On April 26, 2013, the Debtors filed the Objection, stating that they have 

"determined that the proofs of claim listed under the heading 'Employee Claims Subject to 

                                                            
1  Out of the millions owed to him, Mr. Ogburn is willing to exclude $75,000 from his original proof of claim, which 
represents estimated proceeds of exits or liquidity events from the Bank's portfolio that were never distributed to 
investors; he accepts the Bank's assertion that these amounts are due from the Bank to an affiliate, AIPL (and 
incorporated in AIPL's claim against the Bank), and not directly to the employee investors, although he has received 
no communication from the Bank or AIPL on this matter. 
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Adjustment' on Exhibit A. . . are asserted in amounts greater than the corresponding amounts 

reflected in the Debtor's books and records… ."  [Doc. No. 1053 at 5 of 30, ¶ 2].   

2. The exhibit to the Objection identifies "Employee 1001" — which is Mr. Ogburn 

— asserting an unsecured claim of $3,998,965.02.  [Doc. No. 1053 at 18 of 30].  According to 

the Debtors, this claim should be modified to "reflect[] the employee payable on the Debtor's 

books and records as of the bankruptcy petition date."2  The "modified amount" set forth in the 

Objection is $510,203.75.  This is the amount of capital contributions the Bank contractually 

committed to pay on Mr. Ogburn's behalf, which were never made. 

3. Mr. Ogburn's deferred compensation claim arises from his participation as a US 

employee in the Investment Incentive Program (the "IIP") and the related "deferral investment 

program" (the "Deferral Program").  According to the Objection, the IIP linked employee 

compensation to the performance of Arcapita Investments.  IIP Participants, such as Mr. Ogburn, 

did not co-invest directly in Arcapita Investments, but instead participated in a deferred 

compensation program (i) pursuant to which the "Company" is obligated to pay to IIP 

Participants up to the amount of the basis of such IIP Participant's investment, and (ii) through 

which they received profit interests in AIPL.  [Doc. No. 1053 at 9 of 30, ¶ 16].   

4. The Debtors further state in the Objection that IIP Participants like Mr. Ogburn 

have no right under the IIP to "personally assert claims" against the Bank "other than for 

amounts outstanding under the IIP in deferral accounts (which amounts were addressed in the 

Global Settlement… )."  [Doc. No. 1053 at 10 of 30, ¶ 18].  The Debtors also claim that all IIP 

Participants participated in the Global Settlement and that "by electing to do so, in return for a 

                                                            
2  The first three items on this exhibit to the Objection refer to the "Debtor's" (singular) books and records, whereas 
the second three items refer to the "Debtors'" (plural) books and records.  It is not apparent from the face of the 
Objection why this is so.   
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release from [the Bank], waived their right to enforce claims for deferred amounts under the IIP. 

. . ."  [Id.].   

5. These assertions are erroneous with respect to Mr. Ogburn.  First, Mr. Ogburn 

does hold claims directly against the Bank (as well as Inc. and other affiliates included in the 

definition of "Company") under the IIP and the Deferral Program.  Second, Mr. Ogburn resigned 

from the Company prior to the Petition Date and did not participate in the Global Settlement.  

Thus, he has not released the Bank from any liability under the IIP, the Deferral Program, or 

otherwise.  As discussed in more detail below, he is therefore entitled to a claim against the Bank 

for at least $3,923,965.02.3   

Background Regarding Mr. Ogburn's Claim against the Bank 

6. Under employee benefit plans adopted in 2006, the Bank established the IIP and 

the Deferral Program to allow US employees to participate in portfolio investments using 

deferrals of annual bonus compensation.  The IIP and Deferral Program are benefit plans 

sponsored by the Bank.  Both the IIP and the Deferral Program use the defined term "Company" 

to collectively refer to the Bank and its subsidiaries, including Inc.   

7. The Deferral Program set forth the mechanism by which employees elected to 

defer portions of their compensation for eventual investment through the IIP into Arcapita 

portfolio companies.  Section 7.1 of the Deferral Program provides that it "shall create a 

contractual obligation on the part of the Company to cause payments to be made to the 

Participants as set forth herein.  Amounts payable hereunder shall be subject to the claims of the 

Company's general creditors in the event of the Company's bankruptcy or insolvency."  Section 

                                                            
3  As noted above, Mr. Ogburn is not including a $75,000 estimated claim in this calculation that was included in his 
proof of claim.  The $75,000 estimation relates to cash proceeds from liquidity events that the Bank failed to 
distribute.  Mr. Ogburn understands that this amount should be included in calculating claims of AIPL against the 
Bank.   
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7.2 of the Deferral Program provides that, in the event of insolvency, a participant's claim is 

"equivalent to that of an unsecured general creditor of the Company."   

8. Section 5.1.C of the IIP provides that, upon termination of employment, a 

participant "shall receive payment in the form of a 'Contingent Payment Obligation' with respect 

to the Participant's Allocated Deferral Accounts."   

9. In February of 2010, Mr. Ogburn submitted his letter of resignation.  In July of 

2010, Mr. Ogburn entered into a Separation and Release Agreement with the Bank and Inc. (the 

"Separation Agreement"), and he thereafter left the Company's employment.  The Settlement 

Agreement provided that all amounts that may have been owed by Mr. Ogburn under the IIP and 

related benefit plans were deemed to be "paid up."  The Separation Agreement also requires that 

proceeds of any investment portfolio exits be paid to Mr. Ogburn "promptly."4 

10. A few months after Mr. Ogburn's departure, the Bank sent him a form of 

"Contingent Payment Obligation" ("CPO") as called for under the IIP.  This first CPO was 

delivered by Peter Karacsonyi in his capacity as "Executive Director - Corporate Management" 

of the Bank.  The first CPO contained numerous errors, which Mr. Ogburn called to the Bank's 

attention.  In December of 2010, a "revised" CPO was delivered to Mr. Ogburn by Jim Beck in 

his capacity as "Human Resources Director" for the Bank.  Both Mr. Karacsonyi and Mr. Beck 

lived and worked in Bahrain as officers of the Bank, and neither was an officer of Inc. 

                                                            
4  That requirement notwithstanding, in November of 2011, an entity known as "Arcapita Ventures" sold its interest 
in a portfolio company named Prenova at a significant profit.  Instead of making a prompt distribution of proceeds to 
Mr. Ogburn (as required by the Separation Agreement), the Bank caused Arcapita Ventures to deposit the proceeds 
in the Bank, and no distribution was ever made to investors in Arcapita Ventures, including Mr. Ogburn.  This 
amount now is (or should be) part of AIPL's claim against the Bank.  Similar "liquidity events" resulted in cash 
proceeds from (a) a release of escrow money related to Navini Networks, Inc., and (b) a dividend on IIP shares in 
Freightliner.  These amounts were never distributed by the Bank. 
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11. The Bank, as part of its Chapter 11 case, listed an amount due to Mr. Ogburn of 

$510,203.75 on its Schedules and Statements (the "Scheduled Amount").  In advance of the 

August 30, 2012, deadline for proofs of claim, on August 8, 2012, Mr. Ogburn sent an email to 

the Company to inquire about the source of the Scheduled Amount.  By email dated August 14, 

2012, Mr. Karacsonyi replied that the Scheduled Amount related "to undrawn amounts in respect 

of IIP that were paid as part of your final settlement.  We have verified that these will be treated 

as unsecured claims."  In the same email, Mr. Karacsonyi said that "It should also be noted that 

the CPO which was issued to you on your departure would also be subject to unsecured creditor 

claim [sic]."  A copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit A.   

12. In another email of August 14, 2012, addressed to numerous current employees of 

the Company, Karacsonyi said:   

We have taken advice from [Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP] on how US IIP 
participants should proceed in respect of the proof-of-claims process.   

The view was that IIP deferrals constitute claims against Arcapita Bank.  As a 
result, IIP participants — including those who may participate in the Global 
Settlement — should file proofs-of-claim against Bank in respect of their deferral 
accounts.  Employees who subsequently participate in the Global Settlement will 
agree to forgo their claims versus Arcapita Bank as part of the settlement, because 
the deferral amounts would go away via the ultimate settlement of claims.  
However, because the Global Settlement won't be implemented until after the bar 
date, employees should consider filing a protective proof of claim for these 
amounts (despite their contingent nature), and then the Company can address the 
claim in the claims reconciliation process once the contingent claim crystallizes 
(or goes away per the Global Settlement).  (emphasis added). 

A copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit B.   

13. In an email dated August 27, 2012, Mr. Karacsonyi reiterated that the CPO issued 

to Mr. Ogburn was a claim against the Bank:   

Arcapita is not required to list all valid claims or any contingent claims that might 
arise in future.  It is the responsibility of the creditors to check the information 
provided by Arcapita and to supplement it with any other claim they believe 
relevant.  To the extent you believe additional amounts are owed by Arcapita or 
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another debtor to you, you may assert that claim by filling out and submitting a 
timely proof of claim. 

Under the IIP, you maintained separate interests in any profits generated by the 
applicable Arcapita Investment (your Profits Interest) and separately a deferral 
account (the Deferral Account) through which you previously received deferred 
compensation in the form of the cost of the Arcapita Investment.  The CPO 
provided to you as a result of your termination is a Contingent Payment 
Obligation where payment falls due based on deal exits.  The CPO represented a 
valuation, at the time, of the deferred compensation you paid into the Deferral 
Plan.  It did not include any profits interest which would be realized on deal exit.  
The reason you were required to pay employment tax on the CPO was because it 
is treated as deferred compensation.  As a deferral participant you will be aware 
that the right to receive payments under the Deferral Plan has always been treated 
as equivalent to that of an unsecured general creditor of the Company as defined 
in clause 7.2 of the Deferral Plan. 

A copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit C.   

14. The Company also sent an "FAQ" to its employees in the summer of 2012 

regarding the IIP, a copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit D.  Item 10 of this document 

provides as follows: 

Do I need to file a proof of claim to protect my rights to the Deferral Account 
under the IIP? 

IIP Participants should file proofs of claim versus Arcapita Bank in respect of 
their deferral amounts.  This is equally true notwithstanding whether you have 
chosen to participate in the "Global Settlement" which was approved by the 
Bankruptcy Court in the bankruptcy proceedings.   For participants in the Global 
Settlement, deferral accounts of participating employees will be closed and such 
employees will be left with deal shares at AIPL.  IIP participants who are 
continuing employees cannot elect to participate until November and the Claim 
Deadline is August 30.  Accordingly, you should file a proof of claim and, if 
down the road, you choose to participate [in] the Global Settlement, Arcapita 
Bank will seek denial of the claim so long as it provides you with deal shares in 
AIPL. 

15. Item 11 of the "FAQ" states, in pertinent part, as follows: 

How do I estimate my claim? 

Your asserted claim in the proof of claim should reflect the total balances of the 
columns listed as "Total Deferred" and "Vesting" on your IIP statement.  Those 
columns reflect Arcapita's investment cost in, and not the current fair market 
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value of, the shares of the particular Arcapita Investment, so the actual aggregate 
value of your claim will differ from the aggregate number shown in these 
columns.  Employees should try to capture all amounts owed to them by Arcapita 
Bank or another debtor in the chapter 11 proceedings in any context in their proof 
of claim form and any appendix thereto.  After filing your proof of claim, 
however, you may seek to amend it, and Arcapita Bank will work with you to 
properly estimate your claim.  (emphasis added).5 

16. All of these communications from the Bank are consistent and all support the fact 

that Mr. Ogburn's CPO claim is indeed a claim for which the Bank is liable. 

17. Following and relying upon the advice and directives received from the Bank, Mr. 

Ogburn timely filed a proof of claim in the Bank's bankruptcy case in the amount of 

$3,998,965.02 (the "Proof of Claim") [Claim No. 305].  Mr. Ogburn's claim consists of (a) the 

Scheduled Amount ($510,203.75), plus (b) the CPO value as delivered by the Bank 

($3,413,161.27), plus (c) an estimate of the amounts the Bank failed to distribute from liquidity 

events (estimated at $75,000).6 

The Bank Changes Position Regarding Mr. Ogburn's Claim 

18. Curiously, by email dated May 26, 2013, almost a year after the foregoing 

correspondence, Mr. Beck reversed course from the Bank's earlier pronouncements.  Mr. Beck 

wrote to Mr. Ogburn that the "Deferral Program governing documents provide participating 

employees with CPOs representing rights against their employer — in your case, Arcapita Inc."  

A copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit E.  While this grounds for objecting to Mr. 

Ogburn's Proof of Claim was not advanced in the Objection, this theory for disallowance also 

has no merit in the governing documents.  In those documents, the Bank and its affiliates 

(including Inc.), as the "Company" are all collectively, and jointly and severally liable for the 
                                                            
5  There have been suggestions that even if Mr. Ogburn's claim were allowed against the Bank the amount of his 
claim would be substantially less than the face amount asserted in his proof of claim.  Based upon the language of 
the governing documents, Mr. Ogburn does not agree with this position. 

6  It is this latter amount of $75,000 that Mr. Ogburn is now excluding as a part of his claim against the Bank.  
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CPO claims.  The Bank should also be estopped from taking this position given the litany of 

advice that it gave to IIP Participants regarding how to preserve their claims for unpaid deferred 

compensation. 

19. Mr. Ogburn responded to Mr. Beck's May 26 email on two occasions in June of 

2013 and asked for information regarding the status of Inc. (as Inc. is not in bankruptcy), 

including its financial position.  Mr. Beck did not respond to Mr. Ogburn's inquiries.  By letter 

dated July 22, 2013, Mr. Ogburn's counsel requested similar information from Debtors' counsel 

and included copies of Mr. Ogburn's emails to Mr. Beck.  All of this correspondence is attached 

hereto as Exhibit F.  Despite repeated inquiries to the Bank's pre-confirmation counsel, the Bank 

only responded to the July 22 letter over 45 days later, on September 6, 2013.  That letter, a copy 

of which is attached as Exhibit G, provides nothing more than a cursory statement of the Bank's 

recent position that Mr. Ogburn does not hold a claim under the CPO against the Bank (rather, he 

only holds a claim against Inc.).  But as demonstrated above, this position has no factual basis in 

the underlying IIP or Deferral Program documents, and no legal basis (and the Bank has cited no 

authority for the stance it is now taking).7   

20. As for the Objection itself, the Debtors' basis for objection to the Proof of Claim 

boils down to the reasons set forth in paragraph 18.  There, the Debtors state that all IIP 

Participants participated in the Global Settlement.  This is wrong, as Mr. Ogburn did not 

participate in that settlement.  The Debtors contend further that the IIP Participants who 

participated in the Global Settlement obtained a release from the Bank in exchange for the 

                                                            
7  The Debtors' assertion that Mr. Ogburn only holds a claim Inc. such that Inc. would be liable to pay Mr. Ogburn 
his IIP basis payouts, is suspect, to say the least.  Recently, the Company closed the sale of one of its portfolio 
companies, 3PD, Inc., for $365 million in cash.  This sale represented a profitable investment in that the sale price 
far exceeded the amount of the Company's investment basis (and accordingly is supposed to provide a payout to 
AIPL profits interest holders).  But the Company has not made any distribution of Mr. Ogburn's basis nor has Mr. 
Ogburn received any payment, or assurances of payment, in respect of his basis, from any party.   
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waiver of their "right to enforce claims for deferred amounts under the IIP."  [Doc. No. 1053 at 

10 of 30, ¶ 18].  The Bank, then, must have had liability to such settling IIP Participants prior to 

entering into the Global Settlement.  Mr. Ogburn has not granted the Bank such a release or 

waiver, and he therefore retains his claims against the Bank.  Accordingly, the Bank has no valid 

basis to object to his Proof of Claim. 

21. As noted above, both the Bank and Inc. (as well as other affiliates of the 

Company) are all liable for the deferred compensation claims.  The Bank is a part of the 

collective "Company" that is contractually liable for such claims.  In addition to asserting this 

claim against the Bank, Mr. Ogburn specifically and expressly reserves his rights and claims 

against Inc. and any other affiliates that comprise the Company. 

22. Further, at least one other former employee of the Company filed a proof of claim 

based on a CPO delivered by the Bank, and the Bank did not challenge that claim in the 

Objection, implying that the Company will permit that former employee's claim to advance 

against the Bank without further challenge.   

Conclusion 

23. For all of the foregoing reasons, the Objection to Mr. Ogburn's Proof of Claim 

should be overruled and Mr. Ogburn's claim should be allowed for at least $3,923,965.02. 
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Dated: October 2, 2013 

 By:      Eric W. Anderson     
Eric W. Anderson 
(admitted pro hac vice) 

  
     PARKER, HUDSON, RAINER & DOBBS LLP 
     Eric W. Anderson 
     285 Peachtree Center Avenue, NE 
     1500 Marquis Two Tower 
     Atlanta, Georgia 30305 
     Telephone:  (404) 420-4331 
     Facsimile: (404) 522-8409 
 
     Attorneys for Charles H. Ogburn 
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EXHIBIT A 
 
 

August 14, 2012 Correspondence 
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From: Peter Karacsonyi <PKaracsonyi@arcapita.com> 
To: Charles Ogburn <ogburnc@gmail.com>, Henry Thompson <hthompson@arcapita.com> 
Cc: Michael W Johnston <mjohnston@kslaw.com>, "jgraves@gibsondunn.com" <jgraves@gibsondunn.com>, John 
Monroe <JMonroe@fordharrison.com>, Jim Beck <jbeck@arcapita.com> 
Sent: Tue, Aug 14, 2012 12:29:04 EDT 
Subject: RE: Proof of Claim Form 

Charlie, 

  

The amounts shown on your POC relate to undrawn amounts in respect of IIP that were paid as part of your final 
settlement. 

We have verified that these will be treated as unsecured claims. 

  

It should also be noted that the CPO which was issued to you on your departure would also be subject to unsecured 
creditor claim. 

  

Best regards, 

Peter 
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Peter J. Karacsonyi    

Executive Director | Corporate Management 

  

Arcapita Bank B.S.C.(c) | Arcapita Building 

Bahrain Bay | P.O. Box 1406 

Manama | Kingdom of Bahrain 

  

Tel: +973 17 218333 | Dir: +973 17 218040 

Mob: +973 36 041004 | Fax: +973 17 218143 

  

pkaracsonyi@arcapita.com | www.arcapita.com 

  

From: Charles Ogburn [mailto:ogburnc@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:01 PM 
To: Peter Karacsonyi; Henry Thompson 
Cc: Michael W Johnston; jgraves@gibsondunn.com; John Monroe 
Subject: Proof of Claim Form 

  

Peter and Henry: 

A couple of weeks ago, I received a "Proof of Claim" form in connection with Arcapita Bank's Chapter 11 
proceeding.  The form refers to me as "Employee 1001" and lists a dollar amount.  I note that this employee 
number and the dollar amount match entries in the liabilities scheduled by Arcapita Bank.  However, I don't 
have any information about how the dollar amount was derived, and so I am not in a position to confirm this 
amount (or dispute it).  I have twice spoken to representatives of Garden City Group, the information agent; 
they do not have information about how the dollar amount was derived.  They promised to pass along my 
request, but I thought I would send this message as well.  Would you please provide me with how the dollar 
amount was derived, or pass this request along to the appropriate party who can provide this information?  

Thanks in advance for your help.  I hope you both are well.   

Charlie  
 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 
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______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please contact the Arcapita helpdesk. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
*** Disclaimer ************************************************* 
This transmission may contain information that is privileged,  
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If  
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that  
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information  
contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY  
PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please  
immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its  
entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 
 
 
 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 
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EXHIBIT B 
 
 

August 14, 2012 Correspondence 
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From: Peter Karacsonyi  
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:14 PM 
To: Ali Houshmand; Bill Lundstrom; Deborah Baker; Stockton Croft; Ransom James; John Huntz; John Sweeny; Kevin 
Keough; Linnea Geiss; Michael Casey; Ramsay Battin; Scott Buschmann; Arthur Rogers; Christopher Combs; John 
Wisniewski; Amy Kim; John Madden; Thor Johnsen; Matthew Pollard 
Cc: Henry Thompson; Jim Beck; Martin Tan 
Subject: Update on the US IIP and the Proof-of-Claim process 

  

We have taken advice from GDC on how US IIP participants should proceed in respect of the proof-of-claims 
process. 

The view was that IIP deferrals constitute claims against Arcapita Bank.  As a result, IIP participants – 
including those who may participate in the Global Settlement – should file proofs-of-claim against Bank in 
respect of their deferral accounts.  Employees who subsequently participate in the Global Settlement will agree 
to forgo their claims versus Arcapita Bank as part of the settlement, because the deferral amounts would go 
away via the ultimate settlement of claims.  However, because the Global Settlement won’t be implemented 
until after the bar date, employees should consider filing a protective proof of claim for these amounts (despite 
their contingent nature), and then the Company can address the claim in the claims reconciliation process once 
the contingent claim crystallizes (or goes away per the Global Settlement).   

  

  

Peter J. Karacsonyi    

Executive Director | Corporate Management 

  

Arcapita Bank B.S.C.(c) | Arcapita Building 
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Bahrain Bay | P.O. Box 1406 

Manama | Kingdom of Bahrain 

  

Tel: +973 17 218333 | Dir: +973 17 218040 

Mob: +973 36 041004 | Fax: +973 17 218143 

  

pkaracsonyi@arcapita.com | www.arcapita.com 

  

 
*** Disclaimer ************************************************* 
This transmission may contain information that is privileged,  
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If  
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that  
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information  
contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY  
PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please  
immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its  
entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 
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EXHIBIT C 
 
 

August 27, 2012 Correspondence 
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From: Peter Karacsonyi <PKaracsonyi@arcapita.com> 
Date: Mon, Aug 27, 2012 at 10:15 AM 
Subject: RE: Proof of Claim Form 
To: Charles Ogburn <ogburnc@gmail.com> 
Cc: Henry Thompson <hthompson@arcapita.com>, Michael W Johnston <mjohnston@kslaw.com>, 
"jgraves@gibsondunn.com" <jgraves@gibsondunn.com>, John Monroe <jmonroe@fordharrison.com>, Jim 
Beck <jbeck@arcapita.com> 
 

Dear Charlie, 

  

It’s not for Arcapita to decide whether you maintain an allowed general unsecured claim against Arcapita or another of 
the other chapter 11 debtors in respect of the Contingent Payment Obligation.  The allowance of valid claims against 
Arcapita or the other debtors is a matter for the bankruptcy court. 

  

The decision to assert a claim or not, by contrast, rests with you, but you should be aware that if you don’t assert a claim 
in the US proceedings, the US Court may not entertain a later claim.   

  

It’s also not for Arcapita to advise you on the issue of what your claim should comprise, and we recommend that you 
take appropriate legal advice. 

  

There are a number of facts you have queried and our response is limited to those queries. 

The POC details that were already submitted by Arcapita and shown on your POC form reflected “undrawn capital” in 
respect of investments—i.e., situations where you had paid in your share of future capital calls as part of your final 
settlement.  The committed amounts that you paid at the final settlement, but which have not yet been drawn for 
investment in a portfolio company, are as follows: 
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Charles H. Ogburn 
USD 
Bahrain Bay II        56,000.00  
Dalkia      175,000.00  
Arcapita Ventures      150,000.00  
USD Total      381,000.00  

SGD 
Ascendas      162,500.00  
SGD Total      162,500.00  

  

  

The $ 162,500 converted at 0.7951 would equate to $129,203.75 for a total of $510,203.75. 

  

Those funds were paid by you to Arcapita Bank for its use in funding future investments, which investments have not yet 
occurred. 

  

The CH 11 claims procedure requires Arcapita to file publicly a list of known claims based on the accounting status on 
the petition date.  The amounts listed above are shown as due to you on that date, as they had not been drawn against 
the respective investments.   

  

Arcapita is not required to list all valid claims or any contingent claims that might arise in future.  It is the responsibility 
of the creditors to check the information provided by Arcapita and to supplement it with any other claim they believe 
relevant.  To the extent you believe additional amounts are owed by Arcapita or another debtor to you, you may assert 
that claim by filling out and submitting a timely proof of claim. 

  

Under the IIP, you maintained separate interests in any profits generated by the applicable Arcapita Investment (your 
Profits Interest) and separately a deferral account (the Deferral Account) through which you previously received 
deferred compensation in the form of the cost of the Arcapita Investment.  The CPO provided to you as a result of your 
termination is a Contingent Payment Obligation where payment falls due based on deal exits.  The CPO represented a 
valuation, at the time, of the deferred compensation you paid into the Deferral Plan.  It did not include any profits 
interest which would be realized on deal exit.  The reason you were required to pay employment tax on the CPO was 
because it is treated as deferred compensation.  As a deferral participant you will be aware that the right to receive 
payments under the Deferral Plan has always been treated as equivalent to that of an unsecured general creditor of the 
Company as defined in clause 7.2 of the Deferral Plan.   

  

IIP Participants maintain a profits interest in AIPL. Recovery on those profit interests will come via AIPL's realization of a 
profit on its investment. No employee proof of claim against Arcapita Bank is necessary to protect the rights of IIP 
participants in respect of profit interests (though IIP participants are free to file a proof of claim if they wish). 
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I trust this makes clear the distinction between the deferred compensation and profits interest and that the CPO you 
received related solely to a valuation of the deferred compensation, which in our opinion would be an unsecured 
creditor claim as to which you should consider filing a proof of clam. 

  

On the question of Prenova, Arcapita Bank currently takes the position that an Arcapita portfolio company, like other 
investors, maintains general unsecured claims in respect of amounts deposited with Arcapita Bank.  You will receive a 
distribution of the appropriate profits interest from AIPL from any recovery it receives on Prenova claims against 
Arcapita.    

  

Please be advised that the deadline for the submission of a proof of claim form is 5:00 P.M., U.S. Eastern Daylight Time 
(GMT ‐4), AUGUST 30, 2012.  No electronic or facsimile submission is accepted.  The completed proof of claim form, 
together with any supporting documentation, must be ACTUALLY RECEIVED BY THE DEADLINE by GCG. 

                                                                                                                                                                                               

I hope this information is helpful but it’s ultimately your decision what to include in the claim. 

  

Regards 

  

  

Peter J. Karacsonyi    

Executive Director | Corporate Management 

  

Arcapita Bank B.S.C.(c) | Arcapita Building 

Bahrain Bay | P.O. Box 1406 

Manama | Kingdom of Bahrain 

  

Tel: +973 17 218333 | Dir: +973 17 218040 

Mob: +973 36 041004 | Fax: +973 17 218143 

  

pkaracsonyi@arcapita.com | www.arcapita.com 

  

From: Charles Ogburn [mailto:ogburnc@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 5:46 PM 
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To: Peter Karacsonyi 
Cc: Henry Thompson; Michael W Johnston; jgraves@gibsondunn.com; John Monroe; Jim Beck 
Subject: Re: Proof of Claim Form 

  

Peter: 

  

Thanks for your reply, but I still need to know exactly how the dollar amount shown in the POC was derived.  I 
understand that this relates "to undrawn amounts in respect of IIP that were paid as part of [my] final 
settlement."  But these amounts were fully paid in July 2010, and should not be subject to any creditor 
claims.  Also, I need to know whether the amount shown in the POC includes the amounts Arcapita failed to 
distribute for IIP exits where it received cash many months ago (e.g., Prenova) and how much this would 
be.  Feel free to have Tony Nambiar or any one else contact me directly with the relevant data as to how the 
amount in the POC was derived.   

  

I dispute that the CPO received by me would be subject to creditor claims.  This would essentially mean that my 
profits interest in the IIP portfolio is an asset of Arcapita Bank and subject to creditor claims.  As of July 2010, I 
had a fully paid up profits interest in a series of share issuances by AIPL, a non-Chapter 11 entity, completely 
outside of the Chapter 11 process; I have already paid tax on the value of the CPO.  All of my subscriptions for 
program shares were with AIPL, not Arcapita Bank.  I understand that other former Arcapita employees have 
received assurance that their profits interest in the IIP portfolio is not at risk due to the bankruptcy.   

  

From your reply, I infer that the CPO value is not included in the amount shown in my POC and is therefor not 
regarded as a "claim" by Arcapita Bank or any other Chapter 11 entity.  If this in incorrect, please advise me 
ASAP.   

  

Regards,  

Charlie  

  

 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 
 
 
  

On Tue, Aug 14, 2012 at 12:28 PM, Peter Karacsonyi <PKaracsonyi@arcapita.com> wrote: 
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Charlie, 

  

The amounts shown on your POC relate to undrawn amounts in respect of IIP that were paid as part of your final 
settlement. 

We have verified that these will be treated as unsecured claims. 

  

It should also be noted that the CPO which was issued to you on your departure would also be subject to unsecured 
creditor claim. 

  

Best regards, 

Peter 

  

  

Peter J. Karacsonyi    

Executive Director | Corporate Management 

  

Arcapita Bank B.S.C.(c) | Arcapita Building 

Bahrain Bay | P.O. Box 1406 

Manama | Kingdom of Bahrain 

  

Tel: +973 17 218333 | Dir: +973 17 218040 

Mob: +973 36 041004 | Fax: +973 17 218143 

  

pkaracsonyi@arcapita.com | www.arcapita.com 

  

From: Charles Ogburn [mailto:ogburnc@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:01 PM 
To: Peter Karacsonyi; Henry Thompson 
Cc: Michael W Johnston; jgraves@gibsondunn.com; John Monroe 
Subject: Proof of Claim Form 
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Peter and Henry: 

A couple of weeks ago, I received a "Proof of Claim" form in connection with Arcapita Bank's Chapter 11 
proceeding.  The form refers to me as "Employee 1001" and lists a dollar amount.  I note that this employee 
number and the dollar amount match entries in the liabilities scheduled by Arcapita Bank.  However, I don't 
have any information about how the dollar amount was derived, and so I am not in a position to confirm this 
amount (or dispute it).  I have twice spoken to representatives of Garden City Group, the information agent; 
they do not have information about how the dollar amount was derived.  They promised to pass along my 
request, but I thought I would send this message as well.  Would you please provide me with how the dollar 
amount was derived, or pass this request along to the appropriate party who can provide this information?  

Thanks in advance for your help.  I hope you both are well.   

Charlie  
 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please contact the Arcapita helpdesk. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
*** Disclaimer ************************************************* 
This transmission may contain information that is privileged,  
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If  
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that  
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information  
contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY  
PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please  
immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its  
entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 

 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please contact the Arcapita helpdesk. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
*** Disclaimer ************************************************* 
This transmission may contain information that is privileged,  
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If  
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that  
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information  
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contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY  
PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please  
immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its  
entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 
 
 
 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 
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EXHIBIT D 
 
 

2012 "FAQ"
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EXHIBIT E 
 
 

May 26, 2013 Correspondence 
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From: Jim Beck <jbeck@arcapita.com> 
Date: May 26, 2013, 10:44:49 AM EDT 
To: Charles Ogburn <ogburnc@gmail.com> 
Cc: Henry Thompson <hthompson@arcapita.com> 
Subject: RE: VOTING ON THE DEBTORS’ JOINT CHAPTER 11 PLAN 

Dear Charlie 

  

This note is being sent to you because you previously participated in the Investment Incentive Plan (IIP) 
and the related Arcapita Deferral Investment Plan (the Deferral Program) and received contingent 
payment obligations (CPOs) at the time you left Arcapita’s employment.  The purpose of this note is to 
inform you of the company’s position regarding your rights under the CPOs. 

  

The company established and maintained the Deferral Program to provide you and other Arcapita 
employees with the opportunity to defer a portion of your compensation to participate in the IIP.  Through 
your IIP participation, amounts were invested on your behalf in Arcapita portfolio companies (the 
investments, the deal shares), and you accepted all economic risks attendant to the deal shares. The 
Deferral Program governing documents provide participating employees with CPOs representing rights 
against their employer—in your case, Arcapita Inc.  
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Participating employees may not seek to recover on their CPO payment rights from all Arcapita Inc. 
assets.  The company established the Deferral Program to facilitate employees’ IIP 
participation.  Consistent with that purpose and governing plan documents, the aggregate current value of 
the CPOs you received when you left Arcapita’s employment equals the ultimate future proceeds of the 
investment made on your behalf less any value represented by your existing profit shares, not necessary 
the amount of your initial deferral.  In addition, your CPO payment rights are unsecured.  The company 
did not execute security documents in connection with the Deferral Program or take any other steps to 
create a security interest under the Deferral Program. 

  

We encourage you to speak with Human Resources regarding your participation in the Deferral Program 
and assertions of claims relating to the CPOs.  In particular, upon request, we will be able to inform you 
regarding the current estimated value of your deal shares based on the most recent KPMG mid-point 
valuation of the portfolio companies. 

  

Regards, 

  

  

Jim Beck   

HR Director 

  

Arcapita Bank B.S.C.(c) | Arcapita Building 

Bahrain Bay | P.O. Box 1406 

Manama | Kingdom of Bahrain 

  

Tel: +973 17 218333 | Dir: +973 17 218381 

Mob: +973 39 562300 | Fax: +973 17 218989 

jbeck@arcapita.com  | www.arcapita.com 

Licensed as an Islamic wholesale bank by the Central Bank of Bahrain   

  

 Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  

  

From: Charles Ogburn [mailto:ogburnc@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 6:45 PM 
To: Jim Beck 
Cc: Henry Thompson; Bob Crosby; eanderson@phrd.com 
Subject: Re: VOTING ON THE DEBTORS’ JOINT CHAPTER 11 PLAN 
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Jim: 

  

Attached is my signature page for the Stipulation.  Please send me a countersigned copy.   If you 
need a copy of the entire document, please let me know.  I will be in the UK through next 
Monday, so I will not be able to get back to you right away if you need anything further from 
me. 

  

As noted in the Stipulation, this is solely for the purposes of voting, and I do intend to submit a 
ballot before the voting deadline.  This stipulation in no way constitutes an acknowledgment on 
the amount of my claim, which I continue to believe is accurately reflected in my Proof of Claim 
filed last August.  The primary difference between the scheduled amount and my claim is the 
CPO value.  Before I filed my proof of claim, Arcapita told me that this amount was subject to 
the claims of creditors and should be considered for inclusion in my claim.  I believe Arcapita 
Bank is the obligor for the CPO under the relevant plans.  If Arcapita Bank is not the obligor of 
the CPO, who is?  I have  not received any explanation of Arcapita's assertion that this amount 
should not be included in my claim, and I note that the paragraphs of the Omnibus Objection 
relating to employee claims do not apply to me, as I was not a party to the Global 
Settlement.  Any light you can shed on this would be appreciated.  Above, I have copied counsel 
I have retained for this matter.   

  

Charlie  

--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com  

  

On Fri, May 10, 2013 at 4:36 AM, Jim Beck <jbeck@arcapita.com> wrote: 

Dear Charlie 

Please find attached a voting stipulation for the class 5(a) employee claimant.  This is required 
because there is a variation in the claim filed and the Debtors view of allowable claims.  This 
stipulation  does not affect the employees' or Arcapita's rights regarding the validity or amount of 
the claims filed; they are only intended to allow the employees to vote on Arcapita's proposed 
plan of reorganization. 

Appreciate if you can sign and return to me. 

Many Thanks 
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Jim  

  

  

 
*** Disclaimer ************************************************* 
This transmission may contain information that is privileged,  
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If  
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that  
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information  
contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY  
PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please  
immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its  
entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 

 
 
 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please contact the Arcapita helpdesk. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
*** Disclaimer ************************************************* 
This transmission may contain information that is privileged,  
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If  
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that  
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information  
contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY  
PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please  
immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its  
entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 

 
 
 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 
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EXHIBIT F 
 
 

June and July, 2013 Correspondence 
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From: Charles Ogburn [mailto:ogburnc@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 9:45 AM 
To: Jim Beck 
Cc: Henry Thompson; Eric W. Anderson 

 
Subject: Re: VOTING ON THE DEBTORS’ JOINT CHAPTER 11 PLAN 

  

Jim: 

I am just following up on my request for financial information about Arcapita Inc. I don't believe I have 
had a reply on this subject.   My attorney, Eric Anderson (of Parker, Hudson, Rainer & Dobbs) has also 
requested similar information from Josh Weisser at GDC.  Please let me hear from you on this.   

Thanks,  

Charlie  

 
--  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 

On Mon, Jun 10, 2013 at 6:22 PM, Charles Ogburn <ogburnc@gmail.com> wrote: 

Jim: 

Your email below (from May 26) was intended to inform me of Arcapita's position regarding my rights 
under the CPO I received from Arcapita.  For the first time, Arcapita now asserts that the CPO only runs 
to Arcapita Inc., implying that any recovery by me under the CPO should come from Arcapita Inc.  This 
does not make any sense to me, as Arcapita Inc. is not in the path of any of the deal structures that would 
generate proceeds when an investment is sold.  But for the sake of clarity, please provide me with 
financial information about Arcapita Inc. (e.g., balance sheet, income statement, is it profitable?).  How 
would it ever be in a position to make payments on the underlying basis of the IIP investments?   

Thanks,  

Charlie  

 --  
Charles H. Ogburn 
+1 404 932 7441 
ogburnc@gmail.com 
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EXHIBIT G 
 
 

September 6 Letter from Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was served this 

2nd day of October, 2013, by Notices of Filing issued by CM/ECF to those parties registered as 

of filing, which includes (1) counsel for the Debtors, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, 200 Park 

Avenue, New York, New York 10166 (Attn: Michael A. Rosenthal, Esq., Craig H. Millet, Esq. 

and Matthew K. Kelsey, Esq.); (2) the Office of the United States Trustee for the Southern 

District of New York, 33 Whitehall Street, 21st Floor, New York, New York 10004 (Attn: 

Richard Morrissey, Esq.); and (3) the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors, Milbank, 

Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP, 1 Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York, New York 10005 (Attn: 

Dennis F. Dunne, Esq. and Evan R. Fleck, Esq.). 

Dated: October 2, 2013 

 By:      Eric W. Anderson     
Eric W. Anderson 
(admitted pro hac vice) 

  
     PARKER, HUDSON, RAINER & DOBBS LLP 
     Eric W. Anderson 
     285 Peachtree Center Avenue, NE 
     1500 Marquis Two Tower 
     Atlanta, Georgia 30305 
     Telephone:  (404) 420-4331 
     Facsimile: (404) 522-8409 
 
     Attorneys for Charles H. Ogburn 
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